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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that the Specht module, SA, is defined over a field of characteristic 
p. In [Sj, Peel proved 
1.1. If p # 2, then SA is indecomposable. 
We show by example that the hypothesis on the field characteristic cannot 
be omitted. It has long been conjectured that the Specht module always has a 
unique maximal and a unique minimal submodule. Our decomposable Specht 
module shows that the conjecture is false when p = 2. Since result 1.1 suggests 
that the prime 2 is in some way special, we go on and give counterexamples to the 
conjecture for all odd primes. 
It is not easy to find counterexamples, because combining the following two 
results of the present author [l]. 
1.2. If c’ is a submodule of MA, the permutation module of 6, on 
GA1 x ... x GAB) then either U 3 SA or U C SAL. 
1.3. If X is a p-regular partition of n, then SA g SAL. 
We obtain at once: 
1.4. If h is a p-regular partition of n, then SA has a unique maximal submodule. 
The reader who is unfamiliar with our notation for the Specht module is 
referred to the discussion which follows the statement of Example 3 below, or 
to [3]. 
* This work was partially supported by NRC Grants A-7210 and A-2338. 
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2. ?-HE EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. If p = 2, then S5Je) is decomposable. 
Proof. Let V be the vector space of graphs on 7 points, with addition 
modulo 2. The symmetric group G, acts on V by permuting the points. Let VI 
be the submodule consisting of cycles (graphs where each point has even valency). 
V, contains the submodule, V, , of cycles having an even number of edges, and 
V, has codimension 1 in VI . Let V, be the submodule of order 2 containing 
the complete graph on 7 points. 
V, is contained in VI but not in V, , since 6 is even but 21 is odd. Therefore, 
v, = v, 0 v, . 
Now, M@J’) is spanned over the field of order 2 by vectors of the form 
{I 4 5 6 7J 
i:i 
and contains a submodule, M, , having basis vectors of the form 
(1 4 5 6 7) (1 4 5 6 7) 
PI + (3) 
(31 01 
By mapping this vector to the edge (23), we obtain a module isomorphism 
between Ml and V. 
S5Je is generated by 
(1 4 5 6 7) {l 4 5 6 7) (2 4 5 6 7) (2 4 5 6 7) 
i:i 
+ (3) + (11 + (31 
PI f3) Cl) 
(3 4 5 6 7) (3 4 5 6 7) 
+ Cl> + PI 
12) (11 
Under our isomorphism, this goes to the triangle (23) + (13) + (12). But 
any cycle is a sum of triangles. Thus, S5Jz) E V, , and since Vr is decomposable, 
,!PJ2) is also decomposable. 
EXAMPLE 2. If p # 2, S(s”-l+lJ) d oes not have a unique minimal sub- 
module. 
Proof. 2p - 1 =p - 1 E -1 (modp), so by [3, Theorem 12.21, S(*+-I~~-lJ) 
contains the trivial module. However, 2p - 1 z$ -1 (mod pa), since p is odd, 
and the same theorem shows that S(2~+1~p’ does not contain the trivial module. 
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(Sk?"-1.1" is irreducible, from the results in [2], but this fact is not needed.) 
It is therefore sufficient to show that ,Y~~“-~s”-~J) contains a copy of S2”-r*j’). 
Now, 
is the mapping of the trivial module S (D) of 6, into So-lJ). This suggests we 
define 
{P + 1, P + 2v.7 3p - 1) p {p + 1, p + 2,..., 3p - 1: 
8: (1, 2,..., p} -j c (1, 2 )..., z^ )..., p} 
i=l Ii> 
and estend 0 to a module homomorphism defined on the whole of M(2”-1*“). 
Clearly, 0 is a monomorphism. 
Define N to be the submodule of M’2p~1,Y--lJ) spanned by vectors like 
{P + l,p + 2,..., 3p - 1) (P + 1, P + 2,..., 3P - 11 
11, 3, 4,..., PI - (2, 3, 4,..., PI 
03 01. 
Then 
N g S’2P-1’ @ S’P-1.1’ t 6,,-,. 
Also, M(2p-1,p)0 C N and N2 S(2P-1*P-1J) (the last inclusion is easy, and is no 
surprise because of 1.2). 
Now, 
~'2"-1,1"~/~(2"-1."-1,1) n S'2"-1."'~ s ($2P-LP'O + ~'2P-l,P-',1')/~'2P-l.p-1,1~ 
_CN/S , (2P-l,P-1.1) 
By 1.4, S2”-‘,“) ha s a unique top composition factor, 4[2p - 1, p], say. 
Theorem 5 of [l] shows that +[2p - l,p] is not a composition factor of any 
S(vl*ve,v3) with vr > 2p - 1. But the Littlewood-Richardson rule [3, Theorem 
IO.41 implies that every composition factor of N/P2+r~~-lJ) is a composition 
factor of some such S(“l,vz*va). Thus, 95[2p - 1, p] is not a composition factor of 
~/,‘3~2P-lsP-1~1) andso notofS(2p-l.P)~/S~2p-l.~-1.1) n ,‘5'(2P-l.P)~. Since 572~-l,P) e 
Pp-l*PW, $[2p - 1, p] is a top factor of S’sp-1,%9, and we must conclude that 
,'$2z+l.P@ C ,92p-l.p-1.1). That is, ,9(2~--l.p--l,l) contains a copy of j3(2~--l.P), as 
required. 
EXAMPLE 3. Ifp # 2, S(3,2”-2J’) d oes not have a unique maximal submodule. 
Note. (3, 2~-~, l*) is the conjugate of the partition (2p - I, p - 1, I) used 
in Example 2. 
To prove Example 3, we need to discuss some general theory. 
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The way we have constructed the Specht module is as follows: 
(1) Let (t} be the equivalence class of a tableau t, under row equivalence. 
(2) Let MA be the vector space over F spanned by the {t)‘s. Define the 
action of 6, on MA by (t}u = {tu}. 
(3) Let Ct be the column stabilizer of t. Then SA is the 6, submodule of 
MA spanned by the vectors {t) rOEC( E(U)U, where e(u) is the signature of u. 
An alternative procedure is 
(1) Let (t) be the equivalence class of a tableau t, under column equiv- 
alence. 
(2) Let MA be the vector space over F spanned by the (t)‘s. Define the 
action of 6, on Mn by (t)u = l (u)(tu). 
(3) Let R, be the row stabilizer of t. Then SA is the submodule of Mn 
spanned by the vectors (t) ztiERt u. 
A simple example is SQ), which is spanned by 
(w(3) - (w(3) - (3)(2)(l) - (l)(3)(2) + (2)(3)(l) + (3)(w). 
Sc3) is the trivial module for 6, (remember that acting by a transposition changes 
the sign of (t)). This example suggests that S” s S*. However, this is not the 
case; the correct result is 
THEOREM 4. SA is isomorphic to the dual of s”. 
Proof. Select a basis element {t} of MA and define 
8: {t) --t (t) c u 
OGRt 
and extend 0 to be defined on the whole of MA. It is easy to check that 8 is a well- 
defined module homomorphism from MA onto SA. 
By 1.2, Ker 0 either contains S* or is contained in SAL. We show that the former 
does not hold. 
No permutation in 6, occurs in (z&R, u)(x7ECt C(Q-)T) in more than one way, 
and every element 7 of C, occurs with coefficient C(T) [6, p. 131. Therefore, 
the coefficient of (t) in (t)(CosR, u)(X:,,~, IT) is ( C, /. Thus, when char F = 0, 
Ker f3 p 9, and so Ker 6’ C SA1. 
Since dim SA = dim SA (= the number of standard tableaux) = dim(MA/SA’), 
we conclude that when char F = 0, Ker 0 = SA’. 
Referring to [4] for notation, and to Corollary 3 therein, we have 
k-l n,+r-l 
Pi = 1 1 G:,, . 
i==l 6=0 
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Each of the space Gi,, is sent to zero by 19 when charF = 0. Looking at the 
elements which span Gi,, , we conclude that G& C Ker B whatever the field 
characteristic. Therefore SAL _C Ker B, even when the field has finite charac- 
teristic. Again counting dimensions, we have that SA’ = Ker 8. 
We have shown that iVP/SAi s B, and the result follows. 
Now, every result for the modules SA has a corresponding result for SA if we 
interchange the words “row” and “column” throughout the proofs. For example, 
corresponding to 1.3 and 1.4 we have 
,!&’ g sni if h is a column p-regular partition (i.e., the diagram [A] has no p 
columns of the same length), and 
SA has a unique maximal submodule ;f h is column p-regular. 
From Theorem 4, we have 
SA has a unique minimal submodule if /\ is column p-regular. 
Mimicking the proof of Example 2, we can show that S(3*2P-2Jp) does not 
have a unique minimal submodule, and the validity of Example 3 follows from 
Theorem 4. 
We conclude this article with a difficult question. [I, Theorem 51 shows that 
the modular irreducible representations of 6, can be labeled by row p-regular 
diagrams. But, working with 9, the modular irreducible representations can be 
labeled by column p-regular diagrams. 
QUESTION: What is the connection between these labelings? 
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